Oops Page!

These are the revisions. Unless stated the instructions remain the same.

---

**Flirty Apron**

Fabric Requirements:
C7030 Cream Add 6” x 6” square for pocket

Page 51. Flirty Apron Waistband Template. Add 1.5” for a total of 3” to the end of the template.

**Bodacious Baskets 54” x 64”**

Cutting Instructions:
C3006 Brown
Cut 4 – 1 ¼” strips. From 2 strips cut into segments: 24 – 1 ¾”. The other 2 strips are set aside for the four patch square.

**Bodacious Baskets 74” x 84”**

Cutting Instructions:
C3006 Brown
Cut 9 – 1 ¼” strips. From 3 strips cut into segments: 60 – 1 ¾”. The other 6 strips are set aside for the four patch square.

**Round and Round 72” x 84”**

Cutting Instructions:
C7063 Green
Cut 8 – 4 ½” strips. Cut into segments: 120 – 2 ½”

C7064 White
Delete Cut 2 – 1 ½” strips.

Add Cut 1 – 4 ½” strip. Cut into segments: 12 – 2 ½”

**Tee Pee**

Fabric Requirements:
C7066 Red 7/8 yard

Note: from the leftover fabric you can make another tent.

**Twilight 70” x 70”**

Fabric Requirements:
C9100 White 1 5/8 yard

Cutting Instructions:
C7043 Fuschia
Cut 4 – 2 ½” strips. Cut into segments: 49 – 2 ½”

C9100 White
Cut 21 – 2 ½” strips. Cut into segments: 84 – 8 ½”

Sewing Instructions:
Instruction 1. Add: Please refer to photo when sewing four patch blocks.

Instruction 3. c. There are six sashing pieces not eight.

**Twilight 90” x 90”**

Fabric Requirements:
C7044 Grey 2 5/8 yards
Back 8 ½ yards

Cutting Instructions:
C7042 Aqua
Cut 6 – 2 ½” strips. Cut into segments: 81 – 2 ½”

C7044 Grey
Cut 36 – 2 ½” strips. Cut into segments: 144 – 8 ½”

Sewing Instructions:
Instruction 1. Add: Please refer to photo when sewing four patch blocks.

Instruction 3. Delete C9100 Grey and replace with C7044 Grey

**Computer Tote**

Fabric Requirements:
C7044 Aqua 1/8 yard
C7043 Aqua ½ yard

 Fusible Pellon
Cut 2 – 2” x 36” (instead of 4)

Note: In the photo the outside handle should be pictured as C7041 Aqua instead of C7040 Aqua.